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STUNNING
SUPERYACHT
ADVENTURES
INDONESIA & BALI
BY LINDA CARTLIDGE

ruising Indonesian waters is without doubt
one of yachting’s amazing experiences!
Given the region’s diversity and culture and
the unique character of each island, there is good
reason why Indonesia’s national motto is ‘Unity
in Diversity’.
Indonesia is the largest archipelago (by size) in the
world, hosting more than 17,500 beautiful islands and
many people consider it to be one of the final frontiers
on planet earth.
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Richard Lofthouse, the GM of Asia Pacific
Superyachts (APSY), reports: ‘It would take more than
three years of continual sailing to cruise the country
properly. Most boats coming to Indonesia try to
compress their visit into a couple of weeks, only covering
a small percentage of what the country has to offer.’
Richard and APSY director, Jimmy Blee, describe
some of the unique journeys and experiences they can
arrange. Skipper, Charlie Dwyer, comments on Yanneke
Too’s Indonesia adventure sea journey. These experts share
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how they make the remote and fascinating Indonesia
accessible to superyachts and describe how to gain full
access to this diverse and incredibly interesting region.
Well researched and formulated trip planning is
advised and should include a wide range of specialised
guides and the use of a solid logistical network
throughout the region to ensure the best possible
adventures for owners and crew alike. Among the
amazing programs that can be enjoyed are journeys of
exploration, adventure and awe-inspiring beauty.
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Voyages should be planned to include ancient
civilisations and stunning landscapes along with fantastic
cruising, diving and water sports and Indonesia’s diverse
collection of flora and fauna. Wildlife discovery can
include the orang-utan apes of Sumatra and Kalimantan,
giant komodo lizards on Komodothe, the one-horned
rhinoceros of Java, wild banteng (oxen), Javanese tigers
and other species – all now protected in wildlife reserves.
Indonesia is a challenging island nation with
approximately 360 differing ethnic groups, more than 500
individual languages and a checkered history of
occupations and political events. The fascinating history
can still be witnessed today, with the beautiful temples,
mosques and churches scattered around the islands,
reflecting diverse periods in its history. In Papua, ancient
tribes still live in the hills just as they have for hundreds
of years. For the real adventurers at heart there are
opportunities to visit the Hill tribesman of the Ashmat or
the Mountain Dani folk, very difficult to get to but well
worth the effort and a once in a lifetime experience.
Indonesia boasts everything from lush rainforests to
desolate volcanic plateaux to postcard-gorgeous deserted
beaches. Visits can include coffee plantations in Sumatra,
the Sulawesi rainforest and rice plantations in Bali. The
Balinese beaches are magnificent and provide some of the
best surf on the planet with unusual and amazing volcanic
rock formations and stunning sunrises and sunsets.
The main islands surrounding Kupang, the capital
city of East Nusa Tenggara province are Flores, Sumba
and West Timor. Timor Island is rocky, steep and
mountainous; most of the land is covered by grasses and
dry savanna, a condition suitable for the famed
Sandalwood trees of the island.
A group of islands located off the northwest tip of
Bird's Head Peninsula on the island of New Guinea, in
Indonesia's West Papua province, is Raja Ampat – or the
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Four Kings. This archipelago comprises over 1500 small
islands, cays and shoals surrounding the four main islands
of Misool, Salawati, Batanta and Waigeo, and the smaller
island of Kofiau. It encompasses more than 40,000 km of
land and sea, which also contains Cenderawasih Bay, the
largest marine national park in Indonesia.
Jimmy Blee reports, ‘Two recent trips to Indonesia
by the premier explorer vessel, Senses, were not enough
to cover the vast range of cruising grounds the country
offers. The magical scenery of the Raja Ampat Island
group enthralled the owners and dignitaries on board
Senses. Brilliant diving, endless islands and waterways
interlaced with tropical rainforests and all varieties of
birds and wildlife were experienced. We came across
atolls in the middle of the 17,000 odd Indonesian
islands, and fantastic scenery unravelled as we cruised
through Indonesia’s eastern islands that offer differing
cultures, quaint villages and beautiful seascapes. In the
Banda Sea, little Mai island is home to a few sea nomads,
watching as we dived with a wonderful school of
100 kg+ dog tooth tuna.’
‘Historic Banda is dominated by the imposing
Gunung Api volcano with its classic scenery, lovely
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people and brilliant diving. Being at peace is a sought
after dream for me and I find it in a traditional wooden
boat looking out at an azure calm sea as I wash my mind
of the thoughts and worries of the world. The isolation
of some of the Indonesian islands makes this dream a
reality for me.’
Richard explains that among the spectacular stops
and stunning vistas when cruising Indo waters, the Spice
Islands contain more history per square metre than
anywhere else in the world: ‘It’s a tiny cluster of islands
that time forgot; borne out by the fact that the only
Indonesian marine chart currently out of print is chart
326 – of Banda Neira and her siblings.’ Cruising can
include visits to the volcanoes of Java and the Banda
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Islands, a group of 10 volcanic islands in the
Banda Sea in the Moluccas.
The Spice Islands showcase everything from
hot water diving at the base of the Gunang Api
volcano to wandering the nutmeg plantations
and viewing up close the fruit that was once more
expensive than gold!. The Spice Islands are just a
few hours out from Ambon, considered to be a
great starting point. It is worth mentioning that
during November through January exclusive
charters can be arranged here on the beautiful 32
m Phinisi Amanikan.
The 48.42 m Ketch,Thalia, reporting on a
visit, says Ambon was the best place to stop and
refuel whilst traversing Indonesia. The operation
was completed right on schedule which was a
good thing as Thalia got through the Torres
Straight only hours before the biggest storm of
the year hit, proving time saved is time well spent!
M.Y. Archimedes is currently one of the
biggest Superyachts to have visited Indonesia,
at 67.75 m, built by Feadship in 2008. The
owner had a special ‘dining tent’ designed for
the yacht’s foredeck and he really enjoyed this
after she arrived in early 2010. Archimedes and
her guests had a fabulous time which lasted for
two months and was spent mostly cruising along
the 8th parallel.
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Most yachts arriving in Indonesia begin their trips
from Bali Marina, which can accommodate yachts to
45 m, Yanneke Too, Naos, Celandine and Drumbeat –
four beautiful sailing yachts are often to be found there.
The 36 m Yanneke Too, a true ‘gentleman's yacht’
purposely constructed for worldwide pleasure cruising,
spent three months cruising along the 8th parallel in
2010. Captain ‘Champagne Charlie’ Dwyer spoke of a
magnificent sight when rounding the north eastern tip
of Bali, a towering 3142 m volcano, the cone-shaped
mount Agung. Every sailor’s welcome to the ‘Island of
the Gods’!
When Yanneke Too tied up at the Benoa, Bali
mooring facility for the first of her planned Indonesian
explorations, waiting to greet her was APSY’s Richard
Lofthouse. This was the start of a several month closeknit relationship as Yanneke Too traversed the
complexities of staying and cruising in Indonesian waters.
The skipper reports a beautiful sail across to the
little anchorage bay of Nusa Lembongan, the closest
island destination to Bali and then on to an idyllic
anchorage on Lombok Island for the first of the guests’
land excursions to a scenic tropical island. The next stop
after a 100 nm cruise was the Island of Moyo and an
anchorage off the famous Amanwana Resort.
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Further Yanneke Too visits included the small
islands of Satonda and Panjang and a downwind sail to
view the volcanoes along the northern coast of Lombok.
One memorable trip for the owner and guests was when
a helicopter took them for a stunning three and a half
hour tour of Bali to view the volcanoes, rice terraces and
coffee plantations.
Documentation can be a problem, and the use of
an agent in these areas that can provide all permits
and ground support, as well as great flight options for
vessels bringing their own helicopter or wishing to charter
one, is recommended. Having a helicopter helps enhance
the Indonesian experience, and, as with Senses, can
add superb value to a trip dominated by wonderful
cultural experiences.
>||

Contact:bali@asia-pacific-superyachts.com
www.asia-pacific-superyachts.com/aps-indonesia/
Asia Pacific Superyachts is a proud
member of the AYSS
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